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ranchers. Liz Cheney ducks fights - or joins the other side! Harriet has been fighting and 
winning conservative victories for decades. Harriet is exactly what Washington needs 
more of and exactly who we need fighting for all of us. 

Jim Bognet (R, PA-08): Jim Bognet recent won a hard-fought Primary against a former 
Democrat who had the support of the Washington Establishment. HFF rallied to his side 
and played a crucial role in this victory. This district was redrawn, so it is now very winnable 
in the general election. Congressman Bognet will now face liberal incumbent Rep. Matt 
Cartwright (D-PA). It is crucially important for conservatives across the country that this 
seat is represented by a TRUE leader who will stand up to the Washington Establishment. 
HFF is confident that Jim Bognet is the right man and the right time for this seat! 

Bo Hines (R, NC-13): Bo Hines is a true House Freedom Caucus conservative and will be 
a rising star in the Republican Party. A former Wide Receiver for the NC State and Yale 
football teams, Hines emerged from a crowded Primary field to take a decisive win. This is 
HUGE for conservatives as Hines is a rock-solid conservative and the 13th district is a brand 
new seat. Bo Hines will now face an EXTREMELY competitive general election agi 
liberal Democrat. It won't be easy and it won't come without cost. However, ensuring Bo 
Hines wins will be worth the fight! 

THE HOUSE FREEDOM FUND DIFFERENCE 
House Freedom Fund refuses to endorse "Republicans-in-Name-Only" or establishment 

politicians. Rather, to receive the coveted HFF endorsement, candidates must pledge and have a proven 
track-record of fighting to: 

Strengthen the Integrity 	Ban Bailouts 

of Our Elections 
	

Repeal Obamacare 

Enforce Immigration Laws %,/End Earmarks 

Cut Spending 	 Defend the 2nd Amendment 

Stop Tax Increases 	 Protect Life 

In addition to supporting sound principles, candidates must also show they can win by building 
grassroots support in their districts, hiring competent campaign staff, and avoiding unnecessary gaffes. 
Additionally, every single one of these HFF-endorsed candidates is the kind of battle tested leader 
that will FIGHT for conservative nrincinles and against the unraveling of the Make America Great 
Again agenda. 

HOUSE FREEDOM FUND has a proven, WINNING battle plan that includes: 

Making the maximum allowed direct contribution to each campaign; 

)Bundling additional donations from HFF members to provide the maximum infusion of 
financial resources; 

Running hard-hitting radio, TV, print, and internet ads in the districts that need it the 
most; and 

)Implementing crucially needed get-out-the-vote programs to ensure conservative voters 
show up on Election Day to deliver victory. 

It's a winning strateay. Conservatives helD other conservatives aet elected: No favors 
owed to the establishment, lobbyists, or special interests! And it works! HFF has an unrivaled 
track-record of success. However, these victories did not come easy, and they did not come without 
cost. In fact, to achieve victory for their endorsed candidates in the 2020 cycle, HFF invested over $16 
million to win 44 seats. These victories were HUGE wins for conservatives. 

over, please... 






